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Abstmci. The L?IE:ermt Thri~ Zzj~tity iaixiiing (DTivii) probiem has a simple poiynomial time 
sequential algorithm. The iabelling given by this algorithm is called the Lexicographical First 
DTML. In this paper we show that the LF-DTML problem is P-complete. Furthermore, we show 
that even when restricted to planar graphs, the LF-DTML problem remains P-complete. 
One of the most interesting questions in the theory of computational complexity 
is whether C)P ‘lot every computation of a sequential computer has a drastic speed-up 
on a parallel machrue. To investigate this question, the notion of P-co&ete problems 
was defined. We adopt the definition of P-complete problems as given in [4]. Let 
P denote the set of problems solvable in polynomial sequential time and NC denote 
the set of problems solvable in polylogarithmic parallel time using a polynomial 
number of processors. We say a problem A is log-space reducible to problem I?, if 
there fs a functior 1 J, . IJV11 .a ~“‘*IyLcucTIbd f tyh’oh ;r or\tnm atahlca ; .n log-space, such that x E A if and only 
if f(x) E B. A problem in P is called -complete if every pro lem in P is log-s 
reducible to it. A P-complete problem is in NC if and only if = NC. This fact 
implies that it is highly unlikely that any P-complete proble 
algorithm. 
Selrerall interesting probl2=ns have bern show2-1 to be -romg!eter the ckcuit v&e 
problem [5] (even its restricted cases of the monotone circuit value and t 
circaAit value problems [2])5 the lexic 
[I], the lexicographical jirst 
[3], eice. We add to this list a new natural graph 
?=st 
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‘me DTML problem is drfined zs follows. Given a graph G = ( V, E), partition 
the vertex set !’ ;ti+r\ ttrrn scbsets !I, azd \/, , ScCh tha+r f~i aijj: G E \‘, ( c c \‘I, I.&C” a...” 
resp&v+Q at ICZ,IS;: [O(v)/21 of v’s neighbors are in V2 ( VI 9 respectively), where 
d(v) denotes the number of neighbors of v. Alternatively, we can color (label) a!1 
vertices of G by either a color 1 or a color 0 such that each vertex is colored 
. &-~p~-_rrjj’ru #*“n:al? ihr rn-APrlr;:.i .s f he ;“I,p,&:;; ye sai” 
. 
-_2_____  ____ , .aa-_.a m,..I “‘“J”“.J V. .CU *a”*& F -. ; i& ihe GUiOil of a Vi,$#L~:.X u 1s 
correct if at least [d(u)/21 of zr’s nerghbors are colored diRerent!y than q and is 
incorrect otherwise. The Iabelling of a graph is correct if and only if all its vcrticcs 
have been labelled correctly. 
In [7], Luby gave an KC algorithm for a special case of the DTML problem- 
partitioning the vertex set of a given graph G s uch that at least half of the edges 
of G cross the partition. The DTML problem has been referred to in [6j as a special 
case of the binary coherent system problem. As an open question, Luby asked whether 
there is an NC algorithm for solving the DTML prob lem [5]. Our result gives a 
partial negative answer to this open problem: we show that the construction of the 
solution for the DT L problem produced by a simpie sequentiai algorithm is 
P-complete. W c; wiii refer to this special solution as the lexicographicaljirst diytrerent 
than majority lubelling (LF-DTML). We further prove that even when restricted to 
planar graphs, the construction of the LF-DTML remains to be P-complete. 
The usual method of proving a problem P-complete is to show that it is in P, and 
that some standard P-complete problem is log-space reducible to it. The standard 
P-complete problem we use here is the monotone circuit value problem (MCVP) 
defined as follows. The instance of the problem L d directed cicyciii; graph G = ( Vi E ). 
A node of G is either a function node or an input node. The function nodes are 
ordered as u,, u2,. . . , 14,. Each input node is labelled by the boolean values true 
$?T J&n an,! Irnc ;F,‘.!4_~3rre. Q a& su;_&zgi*ee l q : ,, ;;iii- . . . . . . .A...&. 4.x 1. Each function node is labelled by 
the boolean functions and or or, and has in-degree 2 and out-degree 2. For each 
function node uj if (y, ta,) is an incoming edge of u;, then either y is an input node 
or y = uj for some j < i. The true or fake values of the function nodes are computed 
in the obvious way. We need to compute the values of all nodes of G. Our definition 
of MCVP is slightly different from the original definition given in [S]. i3v the resub 
in [3], however, the MCVP as defined above is P-complete. 
In order to show that the planar LF-DTML problem is also P-complete, we shall 
reduce the phnar circuit value problem (PCVP) to it. The definition of the PCVP is 
almost identical to MCVP, except that: (a) the graph G is assumed to be a planar 
graph; and (b) a function node of G can also be a XI! node. (In this case, it has 
in-degree 1 XX! olat-degr~~ 2.) It was shown in [2] that the PCVP is als,. P-complete. 
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roof. Algorithin 2.2, compuios a DTML of a given graph. 
AIgorithm 2. 
i I) La&i aii nodes of the inp3r grapn 6: = ( v; E) by 0. 
(2) yhl:Le (the Jabe+r~c ic ~nfmrr6wt~ An c, au S..““LPtsML/ WV 
hr is := 1 QlJ a 
if Oi is not correctly labelled then change its !abel 
em! (for); 
end (while); 
Each iteration of the while-loop in Algorithm 2.2 takes O(l VI + IEl) time. If in 
any one iteration, no Zabek are changed, then all the vertices are correctly labelled 
and the algorithm will terminate. Hence, in each iteration, at least one vertex must 
change its label. This implies that the number of edges with oppositely labelled end 
vertices increases in each iteration. Thus we can have at most 0( IEI) iterations and 
the allgorirhm has a time complexity O((l VI -I- lEl>lEl). 0 
Ta show that the construction of the LF-DTUL produced by Algorithm 2.2 is 
P-complete, we now give a log-space reduction from the MCVP to the LF-DTML 
problem. Let G = ( V, E) be an instance of the MCVP. We transform G to a graph 
G’ = ( v’, E’b as follows. 
(I) Replace each AND-node uj in V by the graph G” shown in Fig. 1. 
(2) Replace each OR-node uj in V by the graph G”’ shown in Fig. 2. 
(3) if the output of uj in V goes to ui and uk (assuming, without loss of generality, 
j -> k), add arti edge from yi to Xj and an edge from z; to &. 
(4) If ui has a constant true input, connect Wi3 to xi ; If tdi has a constant false 
input, add an edge from vi3 to Xi. 
W 
i! 
W 
i2 wi3 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
The nodes of G’ are numbered in the following order: 
2419 VI29 2113, Wll9 w12, w13 
v219 21229 v23, w21, w22, w23 
V nl7 vn2, vn3, Wnl, wn29 wn3 
Clearly, the transformation from G to G’ can be done by using a log-space 
program. 
Theorem 2.3. If we consider the nodes of rG’ in the sequence shown above, AISqorithm 
2.2 yields a labelling of G’ such that 
f 1) Xi is labelled 0 in G’ N ui has value false in 6. 
(2) Xi is labelled 1 in G’ @ u, has value true in G. 
roof. To be given later. 
From Theorem 2.3, the LF-IX%% ~8 G’ wit.! #p thp g>dyliirrn OF iEae MCVP Of 
G. Thus Theorem 2.3 implies that the LF-DTML problem is P-complete. To prove 
I‘heorem 2.3, we lirst prove two kmmss Oknrr+ kla - ’ 
. 
uvula CLL~p~G”y@i$iCS at‘ the CXGX’riGfi 3 f 
Algorithm 2.2 on the graph G’. 
1 assigned to node v, during the kth iteration 
q+nPfi p’\ 718 TF 
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The following lemma is obvious, 
@ in one partictsiar iteratiun of the while /oop of Aigorithm 2.2, di the 
nodes of the input graph huve a stable labelling, then the aigorithm terminates. 
.6 Let G’ be a gruph constructed from on MCVP instance G as above. men: 
( 1) the$rst iteration of the while loop of Algorithm 2.2 assigns a stable labelling to 
eim-y ii.iidk? c$ G’; 
(2) for each is if Xi is assigned a value 1(0, respectively) in the j?rst iteration of 
Algorithm 2.2, then j’i and Zi are assigned a value 0 (1 9 respectively) in the first iteration 
0s Ai~C?~~;k~ 2.2. 
roof. The nodes in G’ can be partitioned into v’s, w’s, x’s, y’s and 2’s. Let the 
subgraph formed by Q’S and w/s, for a fixed i, be denoted by K, O,m:i). 
The first iteration will label all the U’S with a I and all the w’s with a 0. Since all 
tine v’s and w’s have at most one neighbor outside K (u,\a*,i) and two neighbors inside 
-I 
4 u,w,i), the iabels assigned to their neighbc 7s outside K(,,:i, will have no effect on 
the correctness of their labels. So they all have a stable labelling. 
In the first iteration, when we assign a label to Xi, we would have already assigned 
labels to Xj, Yj and ?j for all j < i. We shall prove that the labels assigned to the 
nodes Xi, yi and Zi satisfy condition (2) of the lemma, and that the correctness of 
the labels of xj9 yj and q for any j < i will not be affected by this labelling, thus 
establishing condition (1) of the lemma. 
Suppose ki is an AND-node in G. The subgraph induced by Xi and its neighboring 
vertices in G’ is shown in Fig. 3. (Note: xi might be adjacent: to 2,; instead of yj; 
and yk instead of zk. If Ui has incoming edges from the input nodes, then Xi will 
be adjacent to Ui3 or wi3, not to yj or zk. The proofs for these cases are similar.) 
We know that vi1 and vi2 are labelled I; further, we know that yi and Zi are 
l&belled 0 (initial step of Algorithm 2,2), For the iabltis of j-; ZZIQ Zk,thWe Sic ihit 
cases to consider as shown in Fig. 4. For each case, the labels assigned to xi, yi and 
zi clearly P-atisfy condition (2) of the ie~?,~a. As mentioned at the beginning of the 
proof, the labels assigned to xi, yi and Zi do not a!?ect the correctness of the labels 
“i2 
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Initial Labelling AM lteratim 1 being applied 
to xi yi and 2. I 
case i: y , and 5( are labelled 0,O. 
casts ii : y . and pk are labelled 0,l. 
I 
‘i 
z 
i 
case iii : y i and zk are labelled I ,I. 
Yi 'i 
‘i ‘i 
Fig. 4. 
yi 
z 
i 
of vi1 and vi2. For the node yli, since its label is different than the label of Xj, and 
since -; y. and x, GJ-~ the nnjv npimhhnrc & J;, + !&tfj & _y, hzs 2~ effc.rt 2:: tk 
l 
s--s VLL , _‘_o’_-‘_l 
rnrrartnPce fir tkP 1aRmoil nc 19. ii;nr t-hn H.c\/~P eV.IVVIsa’ICILI “1 LIPk ILLV’CII “1 y,. I “1 Cl‘% 1lnIUb 
z k, the same argument holds. 
If Ui is an OR-node, we have the following three cases as showrl in Fig. 5. The 
lemma can be proved for OR-nodes using an argument similar to the one above. 0 
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Initial 
case i: Y j 
habelling 
and 5 are iabeiied 0,O. 
After Iteration 1 being applied 
t0 Xi yi and Zi 
‘i 
t 
i 
case ii : y . and 5( are labelled &I. 
J 
‘i 
7 -. 
I 
case iii : y j and zk are labelled V 
‘i 
z 
i ‘i i! i 
‘i 
z 
i 
z 
i 
Fig. 5. 
in G receives input from Uj and uh. By Lemma 2.6, yi ( zA, res ectively) is k-ibelBed 
differently from Xj (xk, resp&i*A$. 
(iiven the labels of Jyi and zk, T;ible 1 shows the label assigne 
2.2 (see Figs. 4 and 5). Since the theorem is true for +i and xk by i 
Ile clearly shows that the theorem is also true for Xi. 
NntP that x, is connected to q7 if it .VCI c 
a constant -false input. Since \ViJ is labelled wit 
Xj Xh Y, zk u I x,(AND) u: X; (OR) 
F F a 0 1 1 F 0 F 0 
F T 0 1 1 0 F 0 T 1 
T 16 1 0 0 1 F 0 T 1 
T T I 1 0 0 T 1 T 1 
We next prove that the LF-DTML problem is P-complete even when restricted 
to planar graphs. 
Theorem 2.7. l3e LF-DTML problem is P-complete even if the input is restricted to 
planar graphs 
Proof. To prove this we show that the planar circuit value problem (PCVP) is 
log-space reducible to the LF-DTML probt .em on a planar graph. Let G be the 
planar graph of a given instance of the PCVP, we will transform G to an instance 
of the planar LF-DTML problem as follows. We use the same transformation as in 
Theorem 2.3. In addition, we replace each rt~ node of ES by the subgrsph shown 
in Fig, 6- 
The nodes in this subgraph shall be numbered in the sequence: xi, a, 9 bi, yj, zj. 
If ui receives input from Uj in G9 add an edge from yj (or zj) to xi in G’. If output 
from Ui goes to UI and uk, we add two edger; from yi and Zi to xl and xk, respectively. 
Since G is planar, and the graphs shown in Figs. i, 2, and 6 are actually planar, it 
is easy to see that G’ is also a planar graph. By using the same argument as in the 
proof of Lemmas 2.5,2.6 and Theorem 2.3, we can verify that these subgraph: have 
a stable labelling in the first iteration of Algorithm 2.2 and that the labelling is such 
that: 
(1) ai and bi are identically labelled; 
(2) ai is labelled 0 e Ui has output false in G; 
V 
i3 
z 
i 
Fig. 6. 
(3) 4; is labelled 1 c1 ui has output ?r~e in G. 
From these facts, it is easy to show that the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 holds for 
G’. Hence the LF-DTML on G’ gives the solution of the PCVP on G. 0 
3. GonsEusion 
In the previous section we have proved that the constructio~r of an LF-DTML 
for a given graph G is P-complete. Hence it i s unlikely the LF-DTML problem can 
v-c__ -- 
be solved by an MC algorithm. The determination of the stat 2s of the D I ML problem 
(namely, a DTML not necessarily produced by Algorithm 2.2) remains open. In 
[6], Luby stated that there is evidence to show that no fast parallel algorithm for 
the DTML problem can permanently decide the labels of the vertices in a local 
manner. This g ives strong evidence to show that the DTML problem is P-compiete. 
We would also like to mention another sequential aigorithm for the DTML 
problem which is a variant of Algorithm 2.2. 
Algorithm 3.1 
0) 
(2) 
for i := 1 to sz 
if more than half of zj-*-- , s neighbors have been labelled 0, 
then label Ui 1; else, label it 0 
end (for); 
while (the iabeiiing is incorrect) do 
for i := 1 to n 
if vi is not correctly labelled 
end (for); 
end (while); 
then change its label 
This algorithm differs from Algorithm 
a similar construction as in Section 2, 
DTML procfuced by this aigsrithm is also P-complete. 
2.2 in the initial assignment of labels. Using 
we can show that the construction of the 
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